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Abstract

Whiting events are massive calcite precipitation events turning hardwater lake waters to a milky turquoise color. The transitory

nature of whitings and their variable spatial extent make them poorly captured by traditional monitoring. Herein, we use a

multispectral remote sensing approach to describe the spatial and temporal occurrences of whitings in Lake Geneva from 2013

to 2021. Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 sensors are combined and intercalibrated to derive the AreaBGR index and

identify whitings using appropriate filters. 95% of the detected whitings are located in the northeastern part of the lake and

occur in a highly reproducible environmental setting: a high Rhone River discharge (358.6 +/- 102.1 m3 s-1), air and water

temperatures of 21.3 +/- 3.0 °C and 18.0 +/- 1.9 °C respectively, and during the stratified period (thermocline depth of 11.1 +/-

0.6 m). An extended time series of whitings in the last 60 years is reconstructed from a random forest algorithm and analyzed

through a Bayesian decomposition for annual and seasonal trends in the number of whiting days. Results show that the annual

number of whiting days between 1958 and 2021 does not follow any particular monotonic trend. The inter-annual changes of

whiting occurrences significantly correlate to the Western Mediterranean Oscillation Index (WeMOI). Besides, spring whitings

have increased since 2000 and significantly follow the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation index (AMO). Future climate change

in the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean could induce more variable and earlier whiting events in Lake Geneva.
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Decision Trees and Random Forests

To run the following analysis we used Jupyter Notebook with Python 3.10 and several libraries shown below. We also used the Graphitz software (https://graphviz.org/download/).

We will need the following libraries:

Python: 3.9.12 
sklearn: 1.0.2 
matplotlib: 3.5.1 
seaborn: 0.11.2 
pandas: 1.4.2 
numpy: 1.21.5 
graphviz: 0.20 

Exploration

Let us have a look at the dataset:

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. class

0 174.410 15.4 8.584312 1.4 12 1.4 0

1 183.025 11.1 10.004646 1.5 14 0.0 0

2 228.331 16.4 11.574281 1.6 12 0.0 0

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. class

(861, 7)

There are 861 data points with 6 input features and 1 output feature.

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. class

count 861.000000 861.000000 861.000000 861.000000 861.000000 861.000000 861.000000

mean 209.576177 14.592451 14.323904 2.311034 25.189315 0.709059 0.123113

std 106.310423 7.268774 4.937211 1.407333 42.346386 2.855413 0.328757

min 57.972000 -6.800000 6.299961 0.800000 11.000000 0.000000 0.000000

25% 124.269000 8.900000 9.210113 1.400000 11.000000 0.000000 0.000000

50% 176.643000 15.800000 14.916334 1.900000 12.000000 0.000000 0.000000

75% 281.508000 20.600000 19.127007 2.600000 17.000000 0.000000 0.000000

max 617.673000 28.700000 22.893131 10.100000 310.000000 29.900000 1.000000

class
0    755 
1    106 
dtype: int64

The dataset is quite imbalanced, so we will use weights in the models to make the "rare" class comparable to the "normal" class.

Let us look at the pair plots:

<seaborn.axisgrid.PairGrid at 0x1e07b58b730>

Let us use the option "common_norm=False" to normalize separately the red and blue classes:

<seaborn.axisgrid.PairGrid at 0x1e07e542820>

We see that the rare class (blue dots) are not easily separated from the normal class (red dots). More precisely, several blue dots are clearly separated from the red cluster (e.g. by using the feature "Rhône disch."), but many

blue dots are located inside the red cluster.

Decision tree
We are now going to build a decision tree to predict the class (0 or 1) a given data point (represented by the 6 input features) belongs to. Let us load the dataset and split it into a training set (60 %), validation set (20 %) and

test set (20 %):

The number of data points in each dataset:

Training class 0: 455 
Training class 1: 61 
Validation class 0: 153 
Validation class 1: 19 
Test class 0: 147 
Test class 1: 26 

Let us look at the three datasets in terms of "Water Temp." and "Rhône disch." (as we shall see, these are the two main input variables that are used in the predictive models to seperate class 1 from class 0):

Comment: we chose the value of the seed (seed=9) so that the resulting training set, validation set and test set satisfy the splitting percentages 60% / 20% / 20% and so that no obvious anomalies appear to the eyes when

looking at the above scatter plots. We could use the cross-validation method, but we do not want to complicate the analysis further.

Let us first make a very simple decision tree model by using the "entropy" as the impurity index and "max_depth=2" as a stopping rule:

Here the "balanced" mode uses the values of "class" to automatically adjust weights inversely proportional to class frequencies in the input data. The random_state variable controls the internal random generator that is used

by the decision tree algorithm (for example for selecting one of the best questions if there are several questions with the same largest information gain).

To show all the possible options, you may type help(DecisionTreeClassifier), or look at the sklearn documentation :

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.tree.DecisionTreeClassifier.html

Rhône disch. ≤ 206.69
entropy = 1.0

samples = 516
value = [258.0, 258.0]

class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 19.95
entropy = 0.164
samples = 302

value = [170.677, 4.23]
class = 0

True

Water Temp. ≤ 15.015
entropy = 0.821
samples = 214

value = [87.323, 253.77]
class = 1

False

entropy = 0.0
samples = 294

value = [166.708, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.999
samples = 8

value = [3.969, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 40

value = [22.681, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.728
samples = 174

value = [64.642, 253.77]
class = 1

We see that the first two questions (or splits) of the decision tree use "Rhône disch." and "Water Temp.". You may want to look again at the exploratory analysis that we have done before building the decision tree. This may

help you to understand better the tree structure.

Let us predict the output classes for the training dataset:

array([[334, 121], 
       [  0,  61]], dtype=int64)

This confusion matrix shows that the decision tree has made some mistakes in the preditions. The corresponding training accuracy and AUC:

Training accuracy rate: 76.55% 
Training error rate: 23.45% 
Training AUC: 0.87 

Let us predict the output classes for the validation dataset:

array([[109,  44], 
       [  0,  19]], dtype=int64)

This confusion matrix shows that the decision tree has made come mistakes in the predictions of new data (i.e. the validation data). The corresponding validation accuracy and AUC:

Validation accuracy rate: 74.42% 
Validation error rate: 25.58% 
Validation AUC: 0.86 

Above we used "max_depth=2" as a stopping rule. Let us now use the cost complexity pruning method instead to find the best tree:

Rhône disch. ≤ 206.69
entropy = 1.0

samples = 516
value = [258.0, 258.0]

class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 19.95
entropy = 0.164
samples = 302

value = [170.677, 4.23]
class = 0

True

Water Temp. ≤ 15.015
entropy = 0.821
samples = 214

value = [87.323, 253.77]
class = 1

False

entropy = 0.0
samples = 294

value = [166.708, 0.0]
class = 0

Rhône disch. ≤ 131.983
entropy = 0.999

samples = 8
value = [3.969, 4.23]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [3.969, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 40

value = [22.681, 0.0]
class = 0

Water Temp. ≤ 20.101
entropy = 0.728
samples = 174

value = [64.642, 253.77]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 328.199
entropy = 0.551
samples = 115

value = [34.022, 232.623]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 18.35
entropy = 0.976
samples = 59

value = [30.62, 21.148]
class = 0

Prec. ≤ 0.15
entropy = 0.853
samples = 62

value = [26.084, 67.672]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 386.196
entropy = 0.269
samples = 53

value = [7.938, 164.951]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 248.674
entropy = 0.781
samples = 52

value = [20.413, 67.672]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 15.5
entropy = 0.0
samples = 10

value = [5.67, 0.0]
class = 0

Air Temp. ≤ 17.0
entropy = 0.37
samples = 11

value = [2.268, 29.607]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 21.1
entropy = 0.907
samples = 41

value = [18.145, 38.066]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0.0, 16.918]
class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 19.239
entropy = 0.614

samples = 7
value = [2.268, 12.689]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [1.134, 0.0]
class = 0

Wind Spd. ≤ 3.4
entropy = 0.409

samples = 5
value = [1.134, 12.689]

class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 19.567
entropy = 0.255

samples = 4
value = [0.567, 12.689]

class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 8.459]
class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 19.982
entropy = 0.524

samples = 2
value = [0.567, 4.23]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 13

value = [7.371, 0.0]
class = 0

Water Temp. ≤ 19.622
entropy = 0.761
samples = 28

value = [10.774, 38.066]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 22.15
entropy = 0.64
samples = 22

value = [7.371, 38.066]
class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 6

value = [3.402, 0.0]
class = 0

Rhône disch. ≤ 305.405
entropy = 0.29
samples = 7

value = [1.134, 21.148]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 22.65
entropy = 0.841
samples = 15

value = [6.237, 16.918]
class = 1

Thermo. dph ≤ 11.5
entropy = 0.175

samples = 6
value = [0.567, 21.148]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = -0.0
samples = 5

value = [0.0, 21.148]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [2.268, 0.0]
class = 0

Air Temp. ≤ 23.4
entropy = 0.702
samples = 11

value = [3.969, 16.918]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 8.459]
class = 1

Wind Spd. ≤ 1.6
entropy = 0.904

samples = 9
value = [3.969, 8.459]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [1.701, 0.0]
class = 0

Air Temp. ≤ 24.95
entropy = 0.744

samples = 6
value = [2.268, 8.459]

class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 23.8
entropy = 0.524

samples = 4
value = [1.134, 8.459]

class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 2

value = [1.134, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [1.134, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 8.459]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 9

value = [5.103, 0.0]
class = 0

Water Temp. ≤ 19.484
entropy = 0.416
samples = 32

value = [7.371, 80.361]
class = 1

Prec. ≤ 3.6
entropy = 0.058
samples = 21

value = [0.567, 84.59]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 374.803
entropy = 0.524
samples = 26

value = [7.371, 54.984]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [0.0, 25.377]
class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 18.086
entropy = 0.448
samples = 23

value = [5.67, 54.984]
class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 3

value = [1.701, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [0.0, 29.607]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 339.896
entropy = 0.686
samples = 16

value = [5.67, 25.377]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [2.268, 0.0]
class = 0

Water Temp. ≤ 19.228
entropy = 0.524
samples = 12

value = [3.402, 25.377]
class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 18.14
entropy = 0.29
samples = 7

value = [1.134, 21.148]
class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 19.412
entropy = 0.933

samples = 5
value = [2.268, 4.23]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

Wind Spd. ≤ 1.4
entropy = 0.175

samples = 6
value = [0.567, 21.148]

class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 346.179
entropy = 0.524

samples = 2
value = [0.567, 4.23]

class = 1

Wind Spd. ≤ 1.55
entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0.0, 16.918]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 12.689]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [1.701, 0.0]
class = 0

Water Temp. ≤ 19.458
entropy = 0.524

samples = 2
value = [0.567, 4.23]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 16

value = [0.0, 67.672]
class = 1

Prec. ≤ 5.75
entropy = 0.206

samples = 5
value = [0.567, 16.918]

class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0.0, 16.918]
class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 20.417
entropy = 0.409

samples = 5
value = [1.134, 12.689]

class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 24.95
entropy = 0.765
samples = 54

value = [29.486, 8.459]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [1.134, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 12.689]
class = 1

entropy = -0.0
samples = 43

value = [24.382, 0.0]
class = 0

Air Temp. ≤ 25.25
entropy = 0.955
samples = 11

value = [5.103, 8.459]
class = 1

Wind Spd. ≤ 2.45
entropy = 0.524

samples = 4
value = [1.134, 8.459]

class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 298.691
entropy = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [3.969, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [1.134, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 8.459]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.567, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [3.402, 0.0]
class = 0

This is the biggest tree possible. We now need to prune this tree to find the subtree that optimizes some perfomance metrics (see below). Let us first find the values of the cost complexity pruning parameter ccp_alpha:

We remove the last element in ccp_alphas because it corresponds to the trivial tree with only one node:

Let us look at the alpha values:

array([0.00000000e+00, 3.69626135e-18, 1.05030377e-17, 9.85669693e-17, 
       3.27385123e-03, 3.67185691e-03, 4.41773872e-03, 4.76287537e-03, 
       4.87289573e-03, 5.18731535e-03, 5.91672473e-03, 5.95230722e-03, 
       6.26551458e-03, 7.09940909e-03, 7.69724860e-03, 9.74579145e-03, 
       1.02593737e-02, 1.09654412e-02, 1.53648842e-02, 1.57288875e-02, 
       1.58774760e-02, 1.92036569e-02, 2.16575285e-02, 3.09057471e-02, 
       3.95806697e-02, 3.98197291e-02, 6.66638162e-02, 9.33079543e-02])

We loop over the subtrees associated to these alpha values:

To choose the "best" tree (i.e. the best value for alpha), let us look at various performance metrics:

Looking at all the above validation perfomance metrics, we choose the value ccp_alpha=0.019. Indeed, the corresponding tree has high accuracy and AUC, and a good ratio TP/FP.

Rhône disch. ≤ 206.69
entropy = 1.0

samples = 516
value = [258.0, 258.0]

class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 19.95
entropy = 0.164
samples = 302

value = [170.677, 4.23]
class = 0

True

Water Temp. ≤ 15.015
entropy = 0.821
samples = 214

value = [87.323, 253.77]
class = 1

False

entropy = 0.0
samples = 294

value = [166.708, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.999
samples = 8

value = [3.969, 4.23]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 40

value = [22.681, 0.0]
class = 0

Water Temp. ≤ 20.101
entropy = 0.728
samples = 174

value = [64.642, 253.77]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 328.199
entropy = 0.551
samples = 115

value = [34.022, 232.623]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 18.35
entropy = 0.976
samples = 59

value = [30.62, 21.148]
class = 0

Prec. ≤ 0.15
entropy = 0.853
samples = 62

value = [26.084, 67.672]
class = 1

entropy = 0.269
samples = 53

value = [7.938, 164.951]
class = 1

Rhône disch. ≤ 248.674
entropy = 0.781
samples = 52

value = [20.413, 67.672]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 10

value = [5.67, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.37
samples = 11

value = [2.268, 29.607]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 21.1
entropy = 0.907
samples = 41

value = [18.145, 38.066]
class = 1

entropy = 0.0
samples = 13

value = [7.371, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.761
samples = 28

value = [10.774, 38.066]
class = 1

entropy = 0.409
samples = 5

value = [1.134, 12.689]
class = 1

Air Temp. ≤ 24.95
entropy = 0.765
samples = 54

value = [29.486, 8.459]
class = 0

entropy = -0.0
samples = 43

value = [24.382, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.955
samples = 11

value = [5.103, 8.459]
class = 1

Let us predict the output classes with the pruned tree for the training dataset:

array([[400,  55], 
       [  0,  61]], dtype=int64)

The training accuracy and AUC of the pruned tree:

Training accuracy rate: 89.34% 
Training error rate: 10.66% 
Training AUC: 0.97 

Let us predict the output classes with the pruned tree for the validation dataset:

array([[125,  28], 
       [  4,  15]], dtype=int64)

Let us look at the list of validation data points with their predictions:

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. class prediction

239 234.187 -6.8 6.412125 5.3 136 0.0 0 0

494 197.990 13.0 18.446555 1.4 11 0.0 0 0

184 244.981 20.6 21.979438 1.8 11 2.4 0 0

12 78.337 1.0 7.416111 0.8 59 0.0 0 0

832 226.868 19.2 19.137563 1.4 11 0.0 0 1

The validation data points that are predicted as positive:

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. class prediction

832 226.868 19.2 19.137563 1.4 11 0.0 0 1

488 293.384 22.2 19.037473 1.7 11 0.0 0 1

795 509.102 18.3 17.206294 2.3 11 29.9 1 1

69 374.114 22.7 19.305678 2.6 11 14.0 0 1

821 251.506 21.5 19.132342 1.9 11 0.0 1 1

The validation accuracy and AUC of the pruned tree:

Validation accuracy rate: 81.40% 
Validation error rate: 18.60% 
Validation AUC: 0.83 

The ROC curve of the pruned tree:

Random forest
The best decision tree gave rather good results, but let us try to built a better model by using a random forest.

Let us first build a random forest model by using the entropy as impurity index, 200 trees, samples of size equal to the size of the training dataset but with replacement, m=sqrt(6)=2 input variables for each question (or split) of

the tree:

Here the random_state variable controls the internal random generator that is used by the random forest algorithm (for example for selecting data points from the training dataset to make the M bootstrap training subsets or for

selecting m features from all the input features while building the M trees).

To show all the possible options, you may type help(RandomForestClassifier), or look at the sklearn documentation :

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.html

Let us plot the validation AUC as a function of the number of trees used in the random forest:

We see that we should use about 20 trees:

Let us predict the output classes for the training dataset with the random forest model:

array([[455,   0], 
       [  2,  59]], dtype=int64)

The training accuracy and AUC of the "best" random forest:

Training accuracy rate: 99.61% 
Training error rate: 0.39% 
Training AUC: 1.00 

We see that the random forest has perfecly learned the training data.

Let us predict the output classes for the validation dataset:

array([[149,   4], 
       [ 11,   8]], dtype=int64)

The corresponding validation accuracy and AUC:

Validation accuracy rate: 91.28% 
Validation error rate: 8.72% 
Validation AUC: 0.90 

Let us compute and plot the importance (of all the variables):

Water Temp.     0.382221 
Rhône disch.    0.295143 
Air Temp.       0.180806 
Wind Spd.       0.076740 
Thermo. dph     0.040571 
Prec.           0.024518 
dtype: float64

We see that the two most important predictors are "Water Temp." and "Rhône disch.". To understand this results, you may want to look back at the previous decision trees and scatter plots.

Best model
Comparing the best decision tree with the best random forest on the validation dataset, we choose the best random forest as our final model because it gives a better ratio TP/FP.

Let us apply the best random forest to the test dataset:

array([[145,   2], 
       [ 12,  14]], dtype=int64)

Finally the test accuracy:

Test accuracy rate: 91.91% 
Test error rate: 8.09% 
Test AUC: 0.96 

The ROC curve:

Predictions for the dataset from 1958 to 2021
Let us now apply our best model, namely the best random forest, to the dataset from 1958 to 2021.

Let us load the new dataset:

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec.

0 49.0 -2.6 7.882593 0.1 12 0.0

1 50.5 -3.4 7.848949 0.4 12 0.0

2 61.2 -1.3 7.815305 0.6 12 0.0

Let us look at the list of validation data points with their predictions:

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. prediction

0 49.0 -2.6 7.882593 0.1 12 0.0 0

1 50.5 -3.4 7.848949 0.4 12 0.0 0

2 61.2 -1.3 7.815305 0.6 12 0.0 0

3 62.8 0.5 7.781661 0.1 12 2.1 0

4 50.5 4.9 7.748017 6.2 12 12.4 0

Rhône disch. Air Temp. Water Temp. Wind Spd. Thermo. dph Prec. prediction

167 335.0 19.3 15.348148 3.5 12 0.0 1

168 352.0 20.9 15.550000 2.0 12 0.0 1

169 382.0 20.2 15.637500 4.7 12 0.0 1

170 395.0 17.8 15.725000 6.2 12 17.4 1

189 329.0 18.9 17.597500 3.8 12 0.0 1

Save the results in a file:

BONUS: The classification regions and associated decision boundaries
We will use a home made decision plot funtion written by Stephanie W.:

Decision Trees: Let us make the decision tree model with only the two best features:

Rhône disch. ≤ 206.69
entropy = 1.0

samples = 516
value = [258.0, 258.0]

class = 1

Water Temp. ≤ 17.794
entropy = 0.164
samples = 302

value = [170.677, 4.23]
class = 0

True

Water Temp. ≤ 15.015
entropy = 0.821
samples = 214

value = [87.323, 253.77]
class = 1

False

entropy = -0.0
samples = 265

value = [150.264, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.661
samples = 37

value = [20.413, 4.23]
class = 0

entropy = 0.0
samples = 40

value = [22.681, 0.0]
class = 0

entropy = 0.728
samples = 174

value = [64.642, 253.77]
class = 1

Let us plot the decision boundaries (with corresponding predicted class domains) based on the training datatset, and add the training data points:

Validation accuracy rate: 76.16% 
Validation error rate: 23.84% 
Validation AUC: 0.86 

Random Forests: Let us make the random forest model with only the two best features:

Let us plot the decision boundaries (with corresponding predicted class domains) based on the training datatset, and add the training data points:

Validation accuracy rate: 91.86% 
Validation error rate: 8.14% 
Validation AUC: 0.90 

In [1]: from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier,export_graphviz 
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix,roc_curve,roc_auc_score 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 
from matplotlib.colors import ListedColormap 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import seaborn as sns 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib 
import sklearn 
import graphviz 
import random 
 
import os 
os.environ["PATH"] += os.pathsep + 'C:/Users/gaelm/DT_and_RF/Graphviz/bin/' 

In [2]: from platform import python_version 
print("Python:",python_version()) 
print("sklearn:",sklearn.__version__) 
print("matplotlib:",matplotlib.__version__) 
print("seaborn:",sns.__version__) 
print("pandas:",pd.__version__) 
print("numpy:",np.__version__) 
print("graphviz:",graphviz.__version__) 

In [3]: %matplotlib inline 

In [4]: data=pd.read_table("observations_class.txt",sep=',',header=None,names=['date','Rhône disch.','Air Temp.','Water Temp.','Wind Spd.','Thermo. dph','Prec.','class']) 
data.drop('date',inplace=True,axis=1) 
data.head(3) 

Out[4]:

In [5]:  data[data.isna().any(axis=1)] 

Out[5]:

In [6]:  data=data.dropna() 

In [7]: data.shape 

Out[7]:

In [8]: data.describe() 

Out[8]:

In [9]: data.groupby("class").size() 

Out[9]:

In [10]: colors=["red","blue"] 
customPalette=sns.set_palette(sns.color_palette(colors)) 
sns.pairplot(data,hue='class',palette=customPalette) 

Out[10]:

In [11]: sns.pairplot(data,hue='class',palette=customPalette,diag_kws=dict(common_norm=False)) 

Out[11]:

In [12]: seed=9 
np.random.seed(seed) 
random.seed(seed) 
random_state=seed 
 
training,test,trainingtarget,testtarget=train_test_split(data.loc[:,data.columns != "class"],data.loc[:,"class"], 
                                                         test_size=0.2,random_state=random_state) 
training,validation,trainingtarget,validationtarget=train_test_split(training,trainingtarget, 
                                                                     test_size=0.25,random_state=random_state) # 0.25 x 0.8 = 0.2 

In [13]: print("Training class 0:",(trainingtarget==0).sum()) 
print("Training class 1:",(trainingtarget==1).sum()) 
 
print("Validation class 0:",(validationtarget==0).sum()) 
print("Validation class 1:",(validationtarget==1).sum()) 
 
print("Test class 0:",(testtarget==0).sum()) 
print("Test class 1:",(testtarget==1).sum()) 

In [14]: fig,ax=plt.subplots(1,3,figsize=(18, 5)) 
 
colormap = matplotlib.colors.ListedColormap(["red","blue"]) 
 
ax[0].scatter(training["Water Temp."],training["Rhône disch."],c=trainingtarget,cmap=colormap) 
ax[0].set_xlabel("Water Temp. (°C)") 
ax[0].set_ylabel("Rhone Disch. ($m^{3}$ $s^{-1}$)") 
ax[0].set_xlim([0,25]) 
ax[0].set_ylim([0,600]) 
ax[0].set_title("Training dataset") 
 
ax[1].scatter(validation["Water Temp."],validation["Rhône disch."],c=validationtarget,cmap=colormap) 
ax[1].set_xlabel("Water Temp. (°C)") 
ax[1].set_ylabel("Rhone Disch. ($m^{3}$ $s^{-1}$)") 
ax[1].set_xlim([0,25]) 
ax[1].set_ylim([0,600]) 
ax[1].set_title("Validation dataset") 
 
ax[2].scatter(test["Water Temp."],test["Rhône disch."],c=testtarget,cmap=colormap) 
ax[2].set_xlabel("Water Temp. (°C)") 
ax[2].set_xlim([0,25]) 
ax[2].set_ylim([0,600]) 
ax[2].set_ylabel("Rhone Disch. ($m^{3}$ $s^{-1}$)") 
ax[2].set_title("Test dataset") 
 
plt.show() 

In [15]: tree=DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",max_depth=2,min_impurity_decrease=0.01,random_state=random_state) 
tree=tree.fit(training,trainingtarget) 

In [16]: dot_data=export_graphviz(tree,out_file=None,feature_names=list(training),class_names=["0","1"], 
                         filled=True,rounded=True,special_characters=True)   
graph=graphviz.Source(dot_data, format="pdf") 
graph 

Out[16]:

In [17]: predictions_training=tree.predict(training) 
confusion_matrix(trainingtarget,predictions_training) 

Out[17]:

In [18]: scores=tree.score(training,trainingtarget) 
predictions=tree.predict_proba(training)[:,1] 
AUC=roc_auc_score(trainingtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Training accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Training error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Training AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [19]: predictions_validation=tree.predict(validation) 
confusion_matrix(validationtarget,predictions_validation) 

Out[19]:

In [20]: scores=tree.score(validation,validationtarget) 
predictions=tree.predict_proba(validation)[:,1] 
AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Validation accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Validation error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Validation AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [21]: tree=DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",random_state=random_state) 
tree=tree.fit(training,trainingtarget) 

In [22]: dot_data=export_graphviz(tree,out_file=None,feature_names=list(training),class_names=["0","1"], 
                         filled=True,rounded=True,special_characters=True)   
graph=graphviz.Source(dot_data, format="pdf")  
graph 

Out[22]:

In [23]: path=tree.cost_complexity_pruning_path(training,trainingtarget) 
ccp_alphas=path.ccp_alphas 

In [24]: ccp_alphas=ccp_alphas[:-1] 

In [25]: ccp_alphas 

Out[25]:

In [26]: subtrees=[] 
for ccp_alpha in ccp_alphas: 
    subtree=DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",ccp_alpha=ccp_alpha,random_state=random_state) 
    subtree.fit(training,trainingtarget) 
    subtrees.append(subtree) 

In [27]: depths=[subtree.tree_.max_depth for subtree in subtrees] 
 
validation_accuracies=[] 
validation_aucs=[] 
validation_TPRs=[] 
validation_TNRs=[] 
validation_FPRs=[] 
validation_PPVs=[] 
validation_TPs=[] 
validation_FPs=[] 
for subtree in subtrees: 
    validation_accuracy=subtree.score(validation,validationtarget)
    validation_accuracies.append(validation_accuracy) 
     
    prediction_probabilities=subtree.predict_proba(validation)[:,1] 
    AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,prediction_probabilities) 
    validation_aucs.append(AUC) 
     
    predictions_validation=subtree.predict(validation) 
    cm=confusion_matrix(validationtarget,predictions_validation) 
     
    TN=cm[0,0] 
    FP=cm[0,1] 
    FN=cm[1,0] 
    TP=cm[1,1] 
     
    validation_TPs.append(TP) 
    validation_FPs.append(FP) 
     
    # Sensitivity, recall, or true positive rate 
    # (the ability of the classifier to find all the positive samples) 
    TPR=TP/(TP+FN)  
    validation_TPRs.append(TPR) 
     
    # Specificity or true negative rate 
    TNR=TN/(TN+FP)  
    validation_TNRs.append(TNR) 
     
    # Fall out or false positive rate 
    FPR=FP/(FP+TN) 
    validation_FPRs.append(FPR) 
     
    # Precision or positive predictive value  
    # (the ability of the classifier not to label a negative sample as positive) 
    PPV=TP/(TP+FP)  
    validation_PPVs.append(PPV) 

In [28]: fig,ax=plt.subplots(4,1,figsize=(15, 20)) 
 
ax[0].plot(ccp_alphas,depths,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post") 
ax[0].set_xlabel("alpha") 
ax[0].set_ylabel("Depth of the tree") 
 
line1, =ax[1].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_accuracies,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='Accuracy') 
line2, =ax[1].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_aucs,marker='x',drawstyle="steps-post",label='AUC') 
ax[1].set_xlabel("alpha") 
ax[1].legend(handles=[line1,line2]) 
 
line1, =ax[2].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_TPRs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TPR',color="red") 
line2, =ax[2].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_TNRs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TNR',color="blue") 
line3, =ax[2].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_FPRs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='FPR',color="green") 
line4, =ax[2].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_PPVs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='PPV',color="black") 
ax[2].set_xlabel("alpha") 
ax[2].legend(handles=[line1,line2,line3,line4]) 
 
line1, =ax[3].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_TPs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TP') 
line2, =ax[3].plot(ccp_alphas,validation_FPs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='FP') 
ax[3].set_xlabel("alpha") 
ax[3].legend(handles=[line1,line2]) 
 
plt.show() 

In [29]: tree_pruned=DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",ccp_alpha=0.019,random_state=random_state) 
tree_pruned=tree_pruned.fit(training,trainingtarget) 

In [30]: dot_data=export_graphviz(tree_pruned,out_file=None,feature_names=list(training),class_names=["0","1"], 
                         filled=True,rounded=True,special_characters=True)   
graph=graphviz.Source(dot_data, format="pdf")  
graph  

Out[30]:

In [31]: predictions_training=tree_pruned.predict(training) 
confusion_matrix(trainingtarget,predictions_training) 

Out[31]:

In [32]: scores=tree_pruned.score(training,trainingtarget) 
predictions=tree_pruned.predict_proba(training)[:,1] 
fpr,tpr,thresholds=roc_curve(trainingtarget,predictions) 
AUC=roc_auc_score(trainingtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Training accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Training error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Training AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [33]: predictions_validation=tree_pruned.predict(validation) 
confusion_matrix(validationtarget,predictions_validation) 

Out[33]:

In [34]: predictions=pd.DataFrame(predictions_validation,columns=["prediction"])
predictions.index=validation.index 
frames=[validation,validationtarget,predictions] 
results_validation=pd.concat(frames,axis=1) 
results_validation.head() 

Out[34]:

In [35]: results_validation[results_validation["prediction"]==1].head() 

Out[35]:

In [36]: scores=tree_pruned.score(validation,validationtarget) 
predictions=tree_pruned.predict_proba(validation)[:,1] 
fpr,tpr,thresholds=roc_curve(validationtarget,predictions) 
AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Validation accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Validation error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Validation AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [37]: plt.plot(fpr,tpr,color="darkorange",label="(AUC = %0.2f)"%AUC) 
plt.plot([0, 1],[0, 1],color="navy",lw=2,linestyle="--") 
plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate") 
plt.ylabel("True Positive Rate") 
plt.legend(loc="lower right") 
plt.title('ROC curve') 
plt.show() 

In [38]: random_forest=RandomForestClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",n_estimators=200,bootstrap=True,max_samples=1.0,max_features=2,random_state=random_state) 
random_forest=random_forest.fit(training,trainingtarget) 

In [39]: validation_accuracies=[] 
validation_aucs=[] 
validation_TPRs=[] 
validation_TNRs=[] 
validation_FPRs=[] 
validation_PPVs=[] 
validation_TPs=[] 
validation_FPs=[] 
for n in range(1,200): 
    random_forest.set_params(n_estimators=n) 
    random_forest.fit(training,trainingtarget) 
     
    validation_accuracy=random_forest.score(validation,validationtarget) 
    validation_accuracies.append(validation_accuracy)     
     
    predictions=random_forest.predict_proba(validation)[:,1] 
    AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions)
    validation_aucs.append(AUC)    
     
    predictions_validation=random_forest.predict(validation) 
    cm=confusion_matrix(validationtarget,predictions_validation) 
     
    TN=cm[0,0] 
    FP=cm[0,1] 
    FN=cm[1,0] 
    TP=cm[1,1] 
     
    validation_TPs.append(TP) 
    validation_FPs.append(FP) 
     
    TPR=TP/(TP+FN)  
    validation_TPRs.append(TPR) 
     
    TNR=TN/(TN+FP)  
    validation_TNRs.append(TNR) 
     
    FPR=FP/(FP+TN) 
    validation_FPRs.append(FPR) 
     
    PPV=TP/(TP+FP)  
    validation_PPVs.append(PPV) 

In [40]: fig,ax=plt.subplots(3,1,figsize=(15, 20)) 
 
x=range(1,200) 
 
line1, =ax[0].plot(x,validation_accuracies,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='Accuracy') 
line2, =ax[0].plot(x,validation_aucs,marker='x',drawstyle="steps-post",label='AUC') 
ax[0].set_xlabel("Number of trees") 
ax[0].legend(handles=[line1,line2]) 
 
line1, =ax[1].plot(x,validation_TPRs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TPR',color="red") 
line2, =ax[1].plot(x,validation_TNRs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TNR',color="blue") 
line3, =ax[1].plot(x,validation_FPRs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='FPR',color="green") 
line4, =ax[1].plot(x,validation_PPVs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='PPV',color="black") 
ax[1].set_xlabel("Number of trees") 
ax[1].legend(handles=[line1,line2,line3,line4]) 
 
line1, =ax[2].plot(x,validation_TPs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TP') 
line2, =ax[2].plot(x,validation_FPs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='FP') 
ax[2].set_xlabel("Number of trees") 
ax[2].legend(handles=[line1,line2]) 
 
plt.show() 

In [41]: random_forest=RandomForestClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",n_estimators=20,bootstrap=True,max_samples=1.0,max_features=2,random_state=random_state) 
random_forest=random_forest.fit(training,trainingtarget) 

In [42]: predictions=random_forest.predict(training) 
confusion_matrix(trainingtarget,predictions) 

Out[42]:

In [43]: scores=random_forest.score(training,trainingtarget) 
predictions=random_forest.predict_proba(training)[:,1] 
AUC=roc_auc_score(trainingtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Training accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Training error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Training AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [44]: predictions=random_forest.predict(validation) 
confusion_matrix(validationtarget,predictions) 

Out[44]:

In [45]: scores=random_forest.score(validation,validationtarget) 
predictions=random_forest.predict_proba(validation)[:,1]
AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Validation accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Validation error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Validation AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [46]: feature_importance=pd.Series(random_forest.feature_importances_,index=list(training)).sort_values(ascending=False) 
feature_importance 

Out[46]:

In [47]: sns.barplot(x=feature_importance,y=feature_importance.index) 
plt.xlabel('Importance Score') 
#plt.title("Random Forest - Important Features") 
plt.show() 

In [48]: best_model=random_forest 

In [49]: predictions=best_model.predict(test) 
confusion_matrix(testtarget,predictions) 

Out[49]:

In [50]: scores=best_model.score(test,testtarget) 
predictions=best_model.predict_proba(test)[:,1] 
fpr,tpr,thresholds=roc_curve(testtarget,predictions) 
AUC=roc_auc_score(testtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Test accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Test error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Test AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [51]: plt.plot(fpr,tpr,color="darkorange",label="(AUC = %0.2f)"%AUC) 
plt.plot([0, 1],[0, 1],color="navy",lw=2,linestyle="--") 
plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate") 
plt.ylabel("True Positive Rate") 
plt.legend(loc="lower right") 
plt.title('ROC curve') 
plt.show() 

In [52]: new_data=pd.read_table("test_for_class.txt",sep=',',header=None,names=['date','Rhône disch.','Air Temp.','Water Temp.','Wind Spd.','Thermo. dph','Prec.','class']) 
new_data.drop('date',inplace=True,axis=1) 
new_data.drop('class',inplace=True,axis=1) 
new_data.head(3) 

Out[52]:

In [53]: predictions_new_data=best_model.predict(new_data) 

In [54]: predictions=pd.DataFrame(predictions_new_data,columns=["prediction"]) 
predictions.index=new_data.index 
frames=[new_data,predictions] 
results=pd.concat(frames,axis=1) 
results.head() 

Out[54]:

In [55]: results[results["prediction"]==1].head() 

Out[55]:

In [56]: results.to_csv("results_1958_2021.txt",index=None,sep='\t') 

In [57]: def plot_class_map(clf, X, y, title="", **params): 
     
    clf.fit(X.values, y.values) 
     
    x_min, x_max = X.iloc[:, 0].min() - .1, X.iloc[:, 0].max() + .1 
    y_min, y_max = X.iloc[:, 1].min() - .1, X.iloc[:, 1].max() + .1 
     
    xx, yy = np.meshgrid(np.linspace(x_min, x_max, 100),np.linspace(y_min, y_max, 100)) 
     
    Z = clf.predict(np.c_[xx.ravel(), yy.ravel()]) 
    Z = Z.reshape(xx.shape) 
 
    plt.figure() 
 
    cmap_light = ListedColormap(['#FFAAAA', '#AAFFAA', '#AAAAFF']) 
    cmap_bold = ListedColormap(['#FF0000', '#00FF00', '#0000FF']) 
     
    plt.pcolormesh(xx, yy, Z, cmap=cmap_light) 
     
    plt.scatter(X.iloc[:, 0], X.iloc[:, 1], c=y, cmap=cmap_bold) 
    plt.xlabel('Water Temp.') 
    plt.ylabel('Rhône disch.') 
    plt.axis('tight') 
    plt.title(title) 

In [58]: training_subset=training[["Water Temp.","Rhône disch."]]
validation_subset=validation[["Water Temp.","Rhône disch."]] 
 
tree=DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",max_depth=2,min_impurity_decrease=0.01,random_state=random_state) 
tree=tree.fit(training_subset,trainingtarget) 
 
dot_data=export_graphviz(tree,out_file=None,feature_names=list(training_subset),class_names=["0","1"], 
                         filled=True,rounded=True,special_characters=True)   
graph=graphviz.Source(dot_data, format="pdf")  
graph  

Out[58]:

In [59]: plot_class_map(tree,training_subset,trainingtarget)

In [60]: scores=tree.score(validation_subset.values,validationtarget.values) 
predictions=tree.predict_proba(validation_subset.values)[:,1]
AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Validation accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Validation error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Validation AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [61]: random_forest=RandomForestClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",n_estimators=200,bootstrap=True,max_samples=1.0,max_features=2,random_state=random_state) 
random_forest=random_forest.fit(training_subset,trainingtarget) 

In [62]: validation_accuracies=[] 
validation_aucs=[] 
validation_TPs=[] 
validation_FPs=[] 
for n in range(1,200): 
    random_forest.set_params(n_estimators=n) 
    random_forest.fit(training_subset,trainingtarget) 
     
    validation_accuracy=random_forest.score(validation_subset,validationtarget) 
    validation_accuracies.append(validation_accuracy)     
     
    predictions=random_forest.predict_proba(validation_subset)[:,1] 
    AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions)
    validation_aucs.append(AUC)    
     
    predictions_validation=random_forest.predict(validation_subset) 
    cm=confusion_matrix(validationtarget,predictions_validation) 
     
    TN=cm[0,0] 
    FP=cm[0,1] 
    FN=cm[1,0] 
    TP=cm[1,1] 
     
    validation_TPs.append(TP) 
    validation_FPs.append(FP) 

In [63]: fig,ax=plt.subplots(2,1,figsize=(15, 10)) 
 
x=range(1,200) 
 
line1, =ax[0].plot(x,validation_accuracies,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='Accuracy') 
line2, =ax[0].plot(x,validation_aucs,marker='x',drawstyle="steps-post",label='AUC') 
ax[0].set_xlabel("Number of trees") 
ax[0].legend(handles=[line1,line2]) 
 
line1, =ax[1].plot(x,validation_TPs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='TP') 
line2, =ax[1].plot(x,validation_FPs,marker='o',drawstyle="steps-post",label='FP') 
ax[1].set_xlabel("Number of trees") 
ax[1].legend(handles=[line1,line2]) 
 
plt.show() 

In [64]: random_forest=RandomForestClassifier(criterion="entropy",class_weight="balanced",n_estimators=150,bootstrap=True,max_samples=1.0,max_features=2,random_state=random_state) 
random_forest=random_forest.fit(training_subset,trainingtarget) 

In [65]: plot_class_map(random_forest,training_subset,trainingtarget) 

In [66]: scores=random_forest.score(validation_subset.values,validationtarget.values) 
predictions=random_forest.predict_proba(validation_subset.values)[:,1] 
AUC=roc_auc_score(validationtarget,predictions) 
 
print("Validation accuracy rate: %.2f%%"%(scores*100)) 
print("Validation error rate: %.2f%%"%(100-scores*100)) 
print("Validation AUC: %.2f"%(AUC)) 

In [ ]:   
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Abstract 19 

Whiting events are massive calcite precipitation events turning hardwater lake waters to a milky 20 

turquoise color. The transitory nature of whitings and their variable spatial extent make them 21 

poorly captured by traditional monitoring. Herein, we use a multispectral remote sensing 22 

approach to describe the spatial and temporal occurrences of whitings in Lake Geneva from 2013 23 

to 2021. Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 sensors are combined and intercalibrated to derive 24 

the AreaBGR index and identify whitings using appropriate filters. 95% of the detected whitings 25 

are located in the northeastern part of the lake and occur in a highly reproducible environmental 26 

setting: a high Rhone River discharge (358.6 +/- 102.1 m3 s-1), air and water temperatures of 21.3 27 

+/- 3.0 °C and 18.0 +/- 1.9 °C respectively, and during the stratified period (thermocline depth of 28 

11.1 +/- 0.6 m). An extended time series of whitings in the last 60 years is reconstructed from a 29 

random forest algorithm and analyzed through a Bayesian decomposition for annual and seasonal 30 

trends in the number of whiting days. Results show that the annual number of whiting days 31 

between 1958 and 2021 does not follow any particular monotonic trend. The inter-annual 32 

changes of whiting occurrences significantly correlate to the Western Mediterranean Oscillation 33 

Index (WeMOI). Besides, spring whitings have increased since 2000 and significantly follow the 34 

Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation index (AMO). Future climate change in the Mediterranean Sea 35 

and the Atlantic Ocean could induce more variable and earlier whiting events in Lake Geneva. 36 

1 Introduction 37 

Calcium carbonate precipitation is an essential biogeochemical process in freshwater and 38 

marine ecosystems (Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005; Khan et al., 2022). In hardwater lakes, calcite 39 

precipitation represents a major component of the inorganic carbon cycle. Calcite precipitation 40 

also interferes with lake nutrient cycles owing to its complexation with phosphates (Müller et al., 41 

2016). Calcite precipitation is a seasonal process that can occur discreetly at a low background 42 

level. However, under favorable conditions, it can also manifest more strikingly through massive 43 

short-term transitory events, so-called whiting events. Whiting events are common phenomena 44 

of marine environments (Sondi and Juracic, 2010; Larson and Mylroie, 2014; Shanableh et al., 45 

2019; 2021) and lakes (Strong and Eadie, 1978; Effler, 1987; Thompson et al., 1997; Nouchi et 46 

al., 2019). Whitings are characterized by a milky turquoise coloration of upper surface layers, 47 

generated by a fine-grained size of calcite precipitates that increase the turbidity of the water 48 

column and its light reflectance (Peng and Effler, 2017). 49 

The supersaturation of surface waters for calcite is a necessary but insufficient 50 

prerequisite for mineral precipitation and thus whiting events. Calcite supersaturation can be 51 

reached through a shift in carbonate equilibria induced by an increase in pH or CO2 removal 52 

(Müller et al., 2016) along with greater water temperatures that decrease the retrograde solubility 53 

of calcite (Hodell et al., 1998). However, homogeneous nucleation requires overpassing the 54 

activation energy far above the strict supersaturation. Massive events such as whitings require 55 

adequate nucleation seeds for heterogeneous precipitation in the water column (Stabel, 1986). In 56 

hardwater lakes, whiting events have mainly been associated with phytoplankton activity. For 57 

instance, picoplankton growth can create the requested pH and CO2 conditions for 58 

supersaturation, while the cells can act as heterogeneous nuclei (Thompson et al., 1997; Peng 59 

and Effler, 2011). Once supersaturation is reached, river-borne detrital particles can also trigger 60 

nucleation (Effler and Peng, 2012; Nouchi et al., 2019; Escoffier et al., 2022). Altogether, these 61 

observations evidenced that warmer surface temperatures, enhanced primary production, and fine 62 
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suspended sediments can potentially all contribute to whiting events, even though their interplay 63 

may vary from one lacustrine system to another. Moreover, whiting events are likely regulated 64 

by a broader combination of climatic and trophic factors that are both dynamic in time. 65 

Therefore, determining the long-term evolution of whiting events' occurrences in relation to 66 

global change impacts on environmental factors (e.g., physical conditions of lakes, changes in 67 

river inputs, lakes’ primary production) appears crucial for predicting changes in the inorganic 68 

carbon cycle of inland waters. 69 

Due to their episodic and transient nature, the dynamics of whiting events can only be 70 

captured by high-frequency monitoring. However, whiting events are also patchy in space and 71 

can be missed by moored high-frequency sensors. In fact, as the typical turquoise coloration of 72 

whiting events usually covers large areas, these phenomena are excellent candidates for remote 73 

sensing detection. Whiting events have, for instance, been monitored through remote sensing 74 

techniques in diverse marine areas such as the Arabian Gulf (Shanableh et al., 2019; 2021), the 75 

Bahamas sea (Dierssen et al., 2009) or Florida coastal waters (Long et al., 2017) as well as in 76 

diverse lacustrine systems in Germany (Heine et al., 2017), Switzerland (Nouchi et al., 2019) or 77 

North America (Binding et al., 2015). However, while these approaches provided detailed 78 

information on the spatial extent of whiting events, they were also characterized by specific 79 

limitations in terms of temporal coverage. For instance, remote sensing datasets can be 80 

discontinuous due to both the satellite time resolution and a potential absence or limited quality 81 

of images associated with cloud cover. Hence, because of this limitation and the restricted 82 

availability of time-resolved, multi-annual ground monitoring data, there are few references of 83 

continuous records of whiting occurrences long enough to evaluate how their dynamics respond 84 

to changing environmental and climatic conditions. For instance, Long et al. (2018) investigated 85 

the annual mean whiting occurrence frequency and spatial distribution from MODIS data on a 86 

decadal timescale in the coastal waters of Florida. However, they could not provide insights on 87 

the underlying drivers. Similarly, Binding et al. (2015) provided an extensive description of 88 

water clarity-inferred whiting event dynamics in the Great Lakes on multi-decadal scales. 89 

However, they only related the observed changes to reported long-term biogeochemical 90 

evolution of the lacustrine systems without statistically exploring the environmental drivers 91 

supporting the triggering of whiting events in the short term nor the response of these factors to 92 

long-term climatic forcing. 93 

Herein, we aim to use machine learning techniques to combine ground-based and remote 94 

sensing data to reconstruct the dynamics of whiting events in a large peri-alpine hardwater lake, 95 

Lake Geneva. Accordingly, (i) we use the multispectral long-term remote sensing data of 96 

Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3, to determine the spatial and temporal occurrences of 97 

whiting events in Lake Geneva from 2013 to 2021. Then, (ii) we apply a random forest machine 98 

learning approach to identify, from ground-based monitoring data, the environmental setting 99 

during whitings in the lake and reconstruct the past “unseen” whiting days. Finally, (iii) we 100 

analyze the temporal dynamics of whiting occurrence over the past 60 years in relation to the 101 

relevant climate indices affecting Central Europe. 102 

2 Study site 103 

Lake Geneva is a peri-alpine lake along the Swiss-French border, at 372 meters above sea 104 

level (46°26′ N, 6°33′ E, see Figure 1). The lake's surface area is about 580 km2, and its 105 

maximum depth (309 m) makes it the largest freshwater body in Western Europe, with a volume 106 
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of 89 km3. Lake Geneva is oligomictic; however, complete mixing happens only during 107 

exceptionally cold winters, and recent studies describe the lake as meromictic (Schwefel et al., 108 

2016). On an interannual scale, the long-term variability of the Atlantic climate influences the 109 

thermal conditions of Lake Geneva. Subtropical Atlantic activity, reflected by the Atlantic 110 

Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), has been described as the main factor influencing summer 111 

conditions in the lake (Molinero et al., 2007). Winter conditions have been mostly related to the 112 

activity of the North Atlantic, reflected by the Northern Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, Ottersen et 113 

al., 2001). 114 

The main tributary to Lake Geneva is the Rhone, representing approximately 70% of the 115 

total water input. The Rhone River is also the primary supplier of sediment and phosphate to the 116 

lake (Loizeau and Dominik, 2000; Perga et al., 2016) and plays a major role in lake ecosystem 117 

dynamics in terms of biogeochemical processes (primary production, fine sediments delivery, 118 

transport, and settling; Lambert and Perga, 2019; Escoffier et al., 2022). On the interannual scale, 119 

rainfall and summer temperature changes are expected to play a role in discharge variability. The 120 

Atlantic (AMO, NAO), Mediterranean (such as Western Mediterranean Oscillation Index; 121 

WeMOi), and even global (Oceanic Nino Index; ONI) climate indices appear to be crucial in 122 

describing this variability. 123 

The inflowing water from the Rhône generally takes the form of an interflow when the 124 

lake is thermally stratified, i.e., a turbid layer that propagates along the thermocline where the 125 

Rhône water finds its neutral buoyancy (Giovanolli, 1990). However, these particulate inputs can 126 

also flow along the bottom of the lake when extreme densities are reached (cold water and high 127 

concentration of suspended particles). During these events, the Rhone inflow is not observable 128 

by satellite. However, extreme discharge events when the lake is not stratified can cause 129 

overflows detraining suspended particles toward surface waters. These events, episodically 130 

visible by remote sensing, are poorly described in the literature. It is therefore important to 131 

discriminate these events from whiting events in Lake Geneva, which will be addressed in this 132 

study. 133 

Recent studies on whiting events in Lake Geneva have been carried out by in situ 134 

measurements, remote sensing, and hydrological modeling. So far, whiting events have been 135 

observed in late spring/early summer when 1) the Rhône discharge is high due to catchment 136 

snowmelt, and 2) the lake’s waters are stratified and surface temperatures are warm. Nouchi et 137 

al. (2019) demonstrated that whiting events are triggered along the Rhône interflow into the lake 138 

and that its spatial extent, influenced by local hydrodynamics, corresponds to the northeastern 139 

dispersion of riverine particles. Besides, Escoffier et al. (2022) filled in the gap of in situ 140 

monitoring of whiting dynamics. They showed that there are different contributions of in situ 141 

CaCO3 particles. A detrital part eroded from the Rhône catchment and brought into the interflow, 142 

and an authigenic part (i.e., newly formed CaCO3 particles), probably precipitated on the surface 143 

of fine fluvial particles transported into the lake. This authigenic calcite component tends to 144 

increase with distance from the mouth of the Rhône, highlighting the role of the physical stability 145 

of the water column and the spread of the interflow in the dynamics of whitings in Lake Geneva. 146 
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 147 
Figure 1. Map of the study area. RGB image from Landsat-8 of Lake Geneva on 29 June 2019. 148 

The whiting areas (i.e., turquoise 'milky' color of surface waters) are specified. The SHL2 149 

monitoring point is shown in grey in the middle of the lake. The Rhone River is shown in blue. 150 

The lake's location between France and Switzerland is shown in the top-left corner. The 20m 151 

isobath is shown in yellow and the Rhone estuary area in red. 152 

3 Workflow and data 153 

3.1 Workflow 154 

The workflow consists of multiple processing steps from remote sensing images 155 

selection, data filtering (region of interest, 30% cloud cover filtering), whiting index estimates, 156 

and data export using the cloud computing platform Google Earth Engine (GEE) (Kumar and 157 

Mutanga, 2018; Mutanga and Kumar, 2019) for Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 data and from 158 

Datalakes (https://www.datalakes-eawag.ch/) for Sentinel-3 data. The next processing steps are 159 

computed in Matlab. They comprise a sensor response inter-calibration and identify and 160 

characterize whiting events. The final, aggregated metrics include the spatial extent and temporal 161 

occurrence of whiting events. Factors controlling whiting events in 2013 to 2021 are then studied 162 

through decision tree and random forest algorithms, computed in Python. Next, whiting events 163 

are classified using environmental indicators, such as meteorological data, Rhone River 164 

discharge, and the lake physical conditions. Finally, the optimized random forest is used to 165 

reconstruct 'unseen' whiting days from 1958 to 2021.  166 

3.2 Satellite data 167 

Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 satellites are considered in this work. Landsat-8 168 

satellite has a 16-day temporal resolution (under cloud-free conditions; see Table 1 for details). 169 
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Landsat-8 carries the Operational Land Imager (OLI), which collects image data in nine visible 170 

to shortwave infrared bands with a spatial resolution of 30m. We use the Landsat-8 Collection 1 171 

Tier 1 Raw Scenes (L1TP) provided by USGS on GEE platform to produce the reflectance 172 

factors in the RGB bands (Wulder et al., 2019). 173 

The Copernicus Sentinel-2 mission comprises two satellites. The satellites’ Multispectral 174 

Imager (MSI) acquires data in high temporal resolution (5 days with two satellites at the equator 175 

under cloud-free conditions), high spatial resolution (10-60 m pixels, swath width of 290km) and 176 

13 spectral bands ranging from visible to shortwave infrared wavelengths. Sentinel-2 Level-2A 177 

data are available on GEE platform. Data are downloaded from the Copernicus datahub and are 178 

processed using sen2cor to produce the reflectance factors in the RGB bands (Muller-Wilm et 179 

al., 2013). Finally, images are exported from GEE using a spatial resolution of 30m to 180 

correspond to the Landsat-8 dataset. 181 

Sentinel-3 satellites (3A and 3B) have a daily temporal resolution. They carry the Ocean 182 

and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI), which acquires data along 21 spectral bands ranging from 183 

visible to shortwave infrared wavelengths. Medium-resolution (300m) images are processed 184 

using the Python package SenCast (https://gitlab.com/eawag-rs/sencast). Normalized water-185 

leaving reflectance in the RGB bands is calculated using the Polymer algorithm v4.13 (Steinmetz 186 

and Ramon, 2018), which is tried and tested for lake water quality retrieval in the Copernicus 187 

Global Land Service (Copernicus, 2020) and ESA's Climate Change Initiative (ESA, 2020). All 188 

Sentinel-3 data used in this study are available in the Datalakes webportal (www.datalakes-189 

eawag.ch).  190 

 191 

Table 1. Specifications of the Landsat-8 OLI, Sentinel-2 MSI and Sentinel-3 OLCI data used for 192 

the study. The number of cloud-free images available during the period of interest is specified. 193 

*Nominal temporal resolution. Actual temporal resolution depends on the cloudiness of the study 194 

area. ** MSI data was resampled to 30m to fit with the resolution of OLI data. 195 

 196 

Sensor OLI MSI OLCI 

Spatial resolution (m) 30 10-60** 300 

Swath width (km) 180 290 1270 

Temporal resolution* (days) 16 5 1 

Available period 2013-2021 2017-2021 2016-2021 

λblue 480 490 490 

λgreen 560 560 560 

λref 655 665 665 

Cloud-free images used 140 101 766 

 197 

3.3 Meteorological, monitoring, and climate data 198 

Daily mean meteorological conditions from 1958 to 2021 are downloaded from the 199 

MeteoSwiss IDAWEB website (https://gate.meteoswiss.ch/idaweb/login.do). Air temperature 200 

and wind speed are measured at the Geneva-Cointrin Station (code station GVE; 6°08'E; 201 

46°15'N). Water temperature profiles measured fortnightly since 1958 are extracted from the SI 202 

OLA database (Rimet et al., 2020). Data are interpolated within a 1 m vertical 1-day temporal 203 

resolution grid. In this work, surface water temperature (0-10m) is used as a filter to discard 204 
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false-positive whiting days (see 4.1). The thermocline depth is computed over the entire period 205 

(i.e., 1958-2021). Historical discharge data of the Rhone River (1958-2021) are downloaded 206 

from the FOEN website (FOEN, 2022). Discharge data are monitored at the Porte du Scex 207 

station with a daily resolution.  208 

The climatic indexes tested encompass the AMO 209 

(https://www.psl.noaa.gov/data/timeseries/AMO/), which is referenced as a good indicator of the 210 

summer climate in central Europe (Molinero et al., 2007), and the NAO 211 

(https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/monitoring/nao/), which has been described as the main 212 

winter climate forcing (Ottersen et al., 2001). Besides, we also test the WeMOi 213 

(https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/moi/), estimated from the difference between atmospheric 214 

pressure from northern Italy to southwestern Spain (Izquierdo et al., 2014). It is representative of 215 

rainfall variability in both areas. Positive phases typically show an anticyclone in the Gulf of 216 

Cadiz and a low-pressure area over the Ligurian Sea, leading to increased precipitations in 217 

northern Italy, and probably in our study area (Martin-Vide and Lopez-Bustins, 2006). Finally, 218 

the Oceanic Nino Index (ONI, 219 

https://origin.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ONI_v5.php) is also 220 

tested, as this index is referenced as the primary index for tracking El Nino Southern Oscillation 221 

phenomenon, which is a major contributor of worldwide climate variability (McPhaden et al., 222 

2006), and potentially a predictable signal in European rainfall (Lloyd‐Hughes and Saunders, 223 

2002). 224 

4 Methods 225 

4.1 Whiting detection using remote sensing 226 

The AreaBGR index (see detail in Heine et al., 2017), i.e., the triangular area between the 227 

blue, green, and red reflectance values, determines the whiting spatial and temporal occurrences. 228 

We use this index as it is the best indicator available to study whiting events in inland waters. 229 

The AreaBGR index is computed for all pixels in the abovementioned satellite data of Lake 230 

Geneva, using the following expression: 231 

 232 

AreaBGR =  0.5 (λblue* Refgreen + λgreen* Refred + λred* Refblue - λgreen* Refblue - λred* 233 

Refgreen - λblue * Refred) 234 

 235 

An inter-calibration of the different satellite sensors is performed. We compare the 236 

AreaBGR estimates for the whiting day on 29 June 2019 for which we have simultaneous images 237 

from Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 satellites (see Fig. 2) and ground data (Escoffier et 238 

al., 2022). The range of the index measured by Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3 is slightly lower than 239 

that of Landsat-8, as a likely result of different product types and sources, and atmospheric 240 

corrections (Heine et al., pers. comm.). The obtained equation AreaBGRS2 = 0.28 * AreaBGRL8 241 

+ 11066.43 with R2 = 0.97 and AreaBGRS3 = 0.23 * AreaBGRL8 + 10650.23 with R2 = 0.97 242 

allows expression of the Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3 derived AreaBGR indexes in the same range 243 

as the one determined by the Landsat-8 satellite (see Fig. 2a). The residuals from the inter-244 

calibration equation can be explained by differences in the sensors’ spectral response functions 245 

and by the time difference between the shots. Nevertheless, this complementarity allows us to 246 
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use the Landsat-8 (n=140), Sentinel-2 (n=101), and Sentinel-3 (n=766) databases to describe the 247 

spatial and temporal occurrences of whiting days between 2013 and 2021.  248 

Positive whiting is attributed to any pixel whose AreaBGR value is > 13 000, according 249 

to Heine et al. (2017) (see magenta contours in Fig. 2b). The surface area of whitings for each 250 

image is then estimated by summing flagged pixels of 30m2. This database is completed with the 251 

daily Sentinel-3 database, from which the AreaBGR is derived following a similar processing. 252 

Summing flagged pixels of 300m2 provides the area of whiting events. 253 
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  254 
Figure 2. a) Inter-calibration of the AreaBGR index of Landsat-8, Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3 255 

images on 29 June 2019. Regression between Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 AreaBGR estimates 256 

(grey points) is shown in blue. Regression between Landsat-8 and Sentinel-3 AreaBGR estimates 257 

(black points) is shown in orange. The linear equations and correlation coefficients are specified. 258 

b) Results of the inter-calibration of AreaBGR of Lake Geneva on 29 June 2019 for Landsat-8, 259 
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Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 satellites. The whiting area is specified on each image. The 260 

delimitation of whiting areas based on the threshold of AreaBGR=13000 is shown in magenta. 261 

The 20m isobath used to discard shallow depth is shown in yellow. The Rhone estuary area is 262 

shown in red and is discarded from the calculation. 263 

The AreaBGR index can be sensitive to the presence of other suspended particles 264 

(Shanableh et al., 2019). In Lake Geneva, in the case of wave-induced resuspension of fine 265 

sediments near the coast, AreaBGR may respond to an increase in the near-infrared wavelengths. 266 

Events when sediments brought by the Rhone reach the surface (i.e., unstratified lake and cold 267 

surface waters, see an example on 25 April 2013 in Fig. 3) generate similar signals. Due to these 268 

processes, we apply several filters to discard satellite images showing false-positive whiting 269 

days.  270 

First, we only select images with whitings larger than 15km2 to avoid minor 271 

contaminations due to remaining clouds. Then, we exclude the shallowest depths of the lake (i.e., 272 

< 20m depth) and the region of the Rhone mouth for our calculations (see the yellow isobath and 273 

red area in Fig. 1). Another filter is applied to discard false-positive AreaBGR images due to 274 

Rhone inflow at the surface. We base this latter filter on the surface water temperature of the lake 275 

(SHL2 monitoring point). Escoffier et al. (2022) showed that whiting events only happened 276 

when the lake's surface temperature reaches a minimum of 15°C. Below 15°C, calcite 277 

supersaturation is unlikely, while the lake stratification is not strong enough to allow for a Rhone 278 

interflow. Therefore, all images with a positive AreaBGR index but surface temperature below 279 

15°C (averaged over 0-10m depth) are discarded.  280 

 281 
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 282 
Figure 3. a) Landsat-8 RGB image of Rhone inflow at the lake's surface on 25 April 2013. b) 283 

False-positive AreaBGR index caused by the spread of the Rhone inflow at the surface when the 284 

lake is unstratified. The area's delimitation based on the area threshold of AreaBGR=13000 is 285 

shown in magenta. The Rhone discharge and the lake's surface temperature corresponding to the 286 

image's date are specified.  287 

4.2 Reconstruction of past whitings  288 

We use available environmental indicators from 2013 to 2021, i.e. water discharge of the 289 

Rhone River, meteorological conditions over Lake Geneva, and the lake physical conditions 290 

(surface water temperature, thermocline depth) as input features of a machine learning 291 

classification algorithm for whiting occurrence (i.e., whitings or non-whitings, two classes with 292 

values of 1 and 0, respectively). The machine learning approach consists of a Decision Tree (DT) 293 

and a Random Forest (RF) to find the best classification method based on classical metrics 294 

(Hastie et al., 2009; Géron, 2019). The detail of the model development carried out in this work 295 

is specified in the Supplementary Material. 296 

First, we split our database into three sub-datasets: (1) the training set (60% of the whole 297 

database), (2) the validation set (20%), and (3) the test set (20%). The training set is used to train 298 
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the different models, i.e., to set the model parameters. The validation set is used to compare the 299 

model performances between different models and to choose the most accurate one. The test set 300 

is finally used to test the performance of the best model on the remaining 'unused' data. 301 

To evaluate the performances of the models, we use classical metrics such as the 302 

confusion matrix (i.e., a table including true negatives, false positives, false negatives, and true 303 

positives), the accuracy rate (i.e., the percentage of correct predictions for a given dataset), which 304 

is a summary of the confusion matrix, and the AUC (i.e., the Area Under the receiver operating 305 

characteristic Curve), which measures how well the whitings and non-whitings events can be 306 

separated or distinguished by the model. This Machine Learning approach is expected to provide 307 

the main driving factors (among the input features) of the whiting events in Lake Geneva. The 308 

best model is then used to reconstruct the past unseen whiting days from 1958 to 2021 relying on 309 

the same input features used to train and validate the model for the 2013-2021 period. 310 

Changes in the annual whiting occurrence reconstructed between 1958 and 2021 are 311 

tested using Mann-Kendall tests on the time series (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1948) and a BEAST 312 

decomposition (Bayesian Estimator of Abrupt change, Seasonality, and Trend). BEAST is a 313 

generic Bayesian model averaging algorithm to decompose time series or 1D sequential data into 314 

individual components, such as abrupt changes, trends, and periodic/seasonal variations (Zhao et 315 

al., 2019). The relations between the annual whiting frequency and large synoptic climatic 316 

indexes are tested using the Pearson correlation coefficient r and the related p-value. 317 

5 Results 318 

5.1 Spatial and temporal occurrences of whitings in Lake Geneva from 2013 to 2021 319 

5.1.1 Spatial occurrences of observed whitings in Lake Geneva 320 

Altogether, 113 whiting days of surface area >15 km2 are detected in Lake Geneva in 321 

2013-2021. The description of the spatial occurrence of these whiting days, i.e., the number of 322 

pixels flagged as whitings between 2013 and 2021, can be challenging as it depends on the 323 

available images, i.e., on the temporal resolution and cloud coverage. Note that this result is 324 

relative, i.e., a good description of the spatial variability, more than a good estimate of the 325 

absolute number of whiting days detected over the study period.  326 

The distribution of whitings by areal coverage is bimodal (Fig. 4a). In 96% of the days, 327 

the whiting covers < 40% of the lake area, and exceptional whitings occupy almost the whole 328 

lake surface (50-80%). Therefore, we consider them separately (class 1 for partial whitings and 2 329 

for total whitings). Figure 4b-c shows the spatial occurrence of both classes of whiting days as 330 

seen by Landsat-8 (2013-2021), Sentinel-2 (2017-2021), and Sentinel-3 (2016-2021). Class 1 331 

whitings are invariably located to the East, near the mouth of the Rhone (class 1; Fig. 4b). Class 332 

2 whitings cover the central part of the lake, even up to the small lake basin (class 2; fig. 4c). At 333 

the level of the pixel grid, the frequency of whitings increases significantly with decreasing 334 

distance from the river mouth (n>40). The central and western parts of the lake show a very low 335 

frequency of whitings, < 10 occurrences counted between 2013 and 2021. 336 

Figure 4d shows the temporal distribution of whitings (expressed in days of the year) for 337 

classes 1 and 2 observed between 2013 and 2021. Whitings of class 1 extend from late May to 338 

mid-September, with a peak in the second half of June. In contrast, the few whitings of class 2 339 

occur in early August and early September (2 events of 3 and 4 days in August 2017 and 340 
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September 2021, respectively). The average AreaBGR values for both whiting types are shown 341 

in Figure 4e. The average AreaBGR index value for all events combined by class is about the 342 

same (~1.6*104). However, the whitings of class 1 show a higher range and outliers in the 343 

highest values (AreaBGR > 2.6*104). 344 

345 
Figure 4. a) Distribution of whiting by areal coverage. Whitings with areas < 40% of the surface 346 

of the lake (class 1) and whitings with areas > 40 % of the lake (class 2).  b-c) Maps of spatial 347 

occurrences of observed whiting days of class 1 (b) and the whitings of class 2 in Lake Geneva 348 

from 2013 to 2021 (c). d) Temporal distribution of whiting days (both class 1 (green) and class 2 349 

(yellow) are stacked) expressed as a function of the day of the year of occurrence. The black line 350 

is the kernel fit. The date of the peak distribution is shown in red. e) Boxplots of the AreaBGR 351 

index values for whitings of classes 1 and 2. The median value is shown in red, and the top and 352 
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bottom edges of the box show the 25th and 75th percentiles. The black whiskers show extreme 353 

values, and the red crosses show outliers. 354 

5.1.2 Temporal occurrences of observed whitings in Lake Geneva 355 

The days of whiting and their spatial extent over 2013-2021, as detected from Landsat-8, 356 

Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 satellite images, are presented in Figure 5. Whitings are more 357 

frequently observed in 2018-2019 and 2021 (i.e., > 25 days) and reach greater maximal areas. 358 

Whiting days are less frequent in 2016 and 2017, and only three are detected in 2020. From 2013 359 

to 2015, only the Landsat-8 dataset is available, the number of observations only represent a 360 

fraction of the later years, hence a much larger chance that whitings remain unseen (Fig. 5a). 361 

Whitings of class 1 occur at high Rhone discharge (Fig. 5b, average discharge of about 362 

320 m3 s-1, Table 2) when air and water surface temperatures are high (i.e., approx. 22°C for air 363 

and 18°C between 0 and 10m for water, averaged over the observed whitings), and the 364 

thermocline depth is ca. 10m depth (Fig. 5c-e). Wind speed is more variable during the whiting 365 

days of class 1, with a mean value of 2.3 m s-1 and a standard deviation of 1.2 m s-1 (Fig. 5f). 366 

Whitings of class 2 occur in similar conditions, except for a lower Rhone discharge (i.e., 367 

approximately 250 m3 s-1, Table 2). However, the limited number of class 2 events (i.e., only 368 

seven days) does not allow for further analysis.  369 
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 370 
Figure 5. a) Whitings area as seen by the three satellites that detected events > 15 km2. Landsat-8 371 

images are shown in blue, Sentinel-2 in green, and Sentinel-3 in magenta. b) Rhone River 372 

discharge, c) air temperature (monitored at noon), d) surface water temperature (0-10m depth), e) 373 

thermocline depth at the SHL2 monitoring point, and f) wind speed. Shaded areas highlight the 374 

different seasons (blue for winter, green for spring, yellow for summer, and brown for fall). The 375 

occurrence of class 1 (class 2) whiting days is shown in red (green) on b-f. 376 

 377 
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Table 2. Averaged environmental conditions during observed whiting days from 2013 to 2021 (> 378 

15 km2) in Lake Geneva. The standard deviations for each condition are also specified. The number 379 

of whiting days for each class is specified. 380 

 Class 1 (Mean +/- Std.)  Class 2 (Mean +/- Std.)  

Rhone discharge (m3 s-1) 363.1 +/- 102.9 251.1 +/- 81.4 

Air temperature (°C) 21.5 +/- 3.0 22.3 +/- 3.8 

Surface water temperature (°C) 17.9 +/- 1.8 20.6 +/- 1.7 

Wind speed (m s-1) 2.4 +/- 1.4 1.7 +/- 0.6 

Thermocline depth (m) 11.1 +/- 0.6 11.0 +/- 0.0 

# of obs. days 106 7 

 381 

5.2 Machine learning and statistical approach 382 

5.2.1 Drivers of whitings using machine learning 383 

The detailed optimization results of the machine learning models are shown in Figure 6. 384 

The detailed method is described in the Supplementary Material. Note that only class 1 whiting 385 

days are considered, class 2 whitings being too few to be significantly related to the 386 

corresponding ground data. 387 

As seen in section 2.6, the objective is to relate the occurrences of class 1 whitings to the 388 

corresponding ground data through the best model by comparing a DT and a RF algorithm. We 389 

first built a simple DT to determine the most important environmental factors to classify whiting 390 

events. The results show that water temperature and Rhone discharge are the two most 391 

discriminating factors for the occurrence of whitings between 2013 and 2021 (see Fig. 6a). 392 

Indeed, the two thresholds necessary to classify whitings are a minimum Rhone discharge of 207 393 

m3 s-1 and a minimum water temperature of 15°C. Using these thresholds allows for classifying 394 

the majority of the whitings (see the blue points in Figure 6b). This DT has good performances 395 

(validation AUC=0.86; validation accuracy = 74%), but can be improved by using the cost 396 

complexity pruning method. The best DT (see the Supplementary Material) has similar 397 

performances (validation AUC=0.83; validation accuracy = 81%), but still makes some 398 

classification errors by creating false positives (n=55 in the training dataset; n=28 in the 399 

validation dataset). 400 

To go further, we compare the results obtained from the DT with those of the RF. The 401 

construction and optimization of the RF (see Supplementary Material) lead to the best RF 402 

composed of approximately twenty trees, with a training accuracy of ~1 (i.e., approx. 100% of 403 

whiting and non-whiting events in the training data have been correctly classified) and a 404 

validation AUC of 0.90. Besides, the model provides the most important indicators for the 405 

classification of whitings, namely Rhone discharge and water temperature (Fig. 6c). Using these 406 

two predictors and the decision boundaries, the classification results are shown in Figure 6d. The 407 

main advantage of this model is the consequent reduction of the number of false positives (n=0 408 
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in the training dataset; n=4 in the validation dataset) using a finer classification. This final RF is 409 

then used to reconstruct the past 'unseen' whiting days, based on the ground data monitored 410 

between 1958 and 2021 (see below). 411 

 412 
Figure 6. a) Decision tree used to classify the class 1 whiting days between 2013 and 2021 based 413 

on the surface water temperature (°C, 0-10m depth) and the Rhone discharge (m3 s-1). b) Results 414 

of the classification based on the DT shown in (a). Whitings and non-whitings events (from the 415 

training set) are shown as blue and red dots, respectively. The whitings and non-whitings 416 

decision zones predicted by the DT in (a) are the areas in blue and red, respectively. c) RF's 417 

important features. d) Same as (b) but using the RF algorithm with only the two most important 418 

features.  419 

5.2.2 Reconstruction of past unseen whitings 420 

Daily class 1 whiting presence-absence is reconstructed from the RF algorithm over the 421 

1958-2021 time period (Fig. 7a). The total number of whitings (class 1, expressed as days per 422 

year) is highly variable over the years (annual average of n = 18 days of whiting per year). 423 

Values range from years with very few or no whiting days (n<3; 1964, 1974, 1976, 1997) to 424 

years with frequent whiting days (n > 35; 1958, 1963, 1966, 1982, 1994, 2001) (Fig. 7a). Neither 425 

the Mann-Kendall test (pM-K=0.117) nor the BEAST decomposition (low probability of changing 426 

points) detect any clear temporal trend in the annual whiting occurrence between 1958 and 2021, 427 

reconstructed by the RF algorithm (Fig. 7b). There is yet a shift in the whiting phenology. The 428 

number of spring whiting increases from 1958 to 2021 (pM-K=0.011; Fig. 7c). The BEAST 429 

decomposition detected a changing point in 2000 (maximum probability in changing points). It 430 

corresponds to an increase in spring whiting occurrence (+1 day on average since 2000).   431 

 432 
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 433 
Figure 7. a) Reconstruction of past ‘unseen’ whiting days from 1958 to 2021 (Class 1 only, > 15 434 

km2, expressed as days of whiting per year) based on the RF algorithm. Whitings are separated 435 

following the season of occurrence (green: spring, yellow: summer, brown: fall). b) BEAST 436 

decomposition of the time series of all whitings, with the trend indicated in black and the 437 

standard deviation in grey. The probability of finding a changing point in the trend is shown in 438 

red. c) same as b) but for spring whiting days only. The p-values of the Mann-Kendall tests are 439 

specified on b) and c). 440 

5.2.3 Factors controlling occurrences of whitings from 1958 to 2021 441 

Here we attempt to determine the relationship between the temporal variability of class 1 442 

whiting occurrences in Lake Geneva and climatic indices. The interannual and seasonal 443 

variabilities of whiting days reconstructed from the RF algorithm are tested against the climate 444 

indices that affect central Europe and Switzerland.  445 
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The inter-annual variability of the total and spring numbers of whitings (expressed as 446 

anomalies in days per year) is shown in Figure 8. A comparison is made between the whiting 447 

anomalies per year, using the RF algorithm predictions, and the climatic indices most known to 448 

influence the Swiss and European climates. The anomalies in the total number of whiting days 449 

per year can be partly explained by the climatic index WeMOI (Fig. 8a; r=0.36, p-value of 450 

0.004). Besides, the anomalies of spring whiting days are related to the AMO index (Fig. 8b; 451 

r=0.33, p-value of 0.007). The other climate indices (such as NAO and ONI) do not seem to 452 

correlate significantly with the interannual changes in the total, nor spring, numbers of whiting 453 

days. Over the period represented (1958-2021), positive WeMOI values tend to increase the total 454 

number of whiting days per year. On the contrary, negative WeMOI values tend to reduce the 455 

total number of whiting days per year. A similar observation can be made with the AMO index, 456 

which tends to increase the number of spring whitings while positive. The period when spring 457 

whitings are minimal (between 1967 and 2000) corresponds mainly to negative AMO values. 458 

  459 
Figure 8. a) Time series of annual predicted whiting events anomalies (class 1) using the RF 460 

algorithm and correlated Western Mediterranean Oscillation index (WeMOi, r=0.36). b) same as 461 

a) but for spring whiting days only, correlated with the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO, 462 

r=0.33).  463 

 464 

6 Discussion and conclusions 465 

The objective of this study is to measure the spatial extent and temporal occurrences of 466 

whiting days (i.e., massive clouds of suspended CaCO3 particles induced by intense calcite 467 

precipitation) in Lake Geneva using Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 satellite data between 468 
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2013 and 2021. A RF algorithm then demonstrates the link between these occurrences and the 469 

meteorological, lake physical, and riverine conditions. The latter is finally used to reconstruct the 470 

past occurrences between 1958 and 2021 based on the main identified controlling factors of 471 

whitings, namely the Rhone River discharge and the lake surface water temperature. Below we 472 

first discuss the complementarity of the satellites and the robustness of the index used. Then, we 473 

detail the results obtained regarding spatial and temporal observations and discuss the 474 

reconstruction of past whiting days in light of the climatic indices influencing the central part of 475 

Europe. 476 

6.1 Remote sensing of whitings in Lake Geneva  477 

 478 

Satellite observations are increasingly used to characterize biogeochemical processes in 479 

inland waters (Verpoorter et al., 2014; Spyrakos et al., 2020; Seegers et al., 2021). We chose to 480 

combine Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 datasets with Sentinel-3 to describe whitings in Lake Geneva. 481 

The different spatial (i.e., 30m or 300m) and temporal (i.e., 1 day or approx. 15 days) resolutions 482 

enable a relatively good monitoring of the aspect of Lake Geneva over the period 2013-2021.We 483 

observe different responses on the Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-3 data due to various 484 

product sources and processes. The inter-calibration carried out in this work expresses the 485 

satellite responses in term of AreaBGR in the same range, which is needed for the time series 486 

coherence (Fig. 2). 487 

We use the AreaBGR index to detect whiting days in Lake Geneva. Indeed, intense 488 

events of CaCO3 precipitation lead to an increase in the water reflectance, mainly in the green 489 

band, resulting in a turquoise watercolor. This result contrasts sharply with the lake's color 490 

without precipitation, which appears dark in the visible spectrum (Heine et al., 2017). This index 491 

responds positively to various suspended particles (sediments and phytoplankton species) that 492 

influence the visible spectrum by backscattering sunlight (see 4.1). Among these suspended 493 

particles, distinguishing the sedimentary contributions from the Rhône (i.e., inputs that reach the 494 

surface when the lake is unstratified) and resuspension by near-shore waves, from the 495 

precipitation of CaCO3 particles during whitings can be challenging. The use of specific filters, 496 

determined from geochemical knowledge about the whiting process, enables building a 497 

conservative database retaining only whiting days. Although empirical, these filters could be 498 

further tested on different peri-alpine lakes to build a process chain for validating the AreaBGR 499 

index as a proxy of whitings. 500 

Besides, we do not use specific filters related to the presence of phytoplankton in the 501 

lake. Indeed, some biological blooms can potentially influence the reflectance used to calculate 502 

AreaBGR, without inducing whiting events. However, their abundance in Lake Geneva is never 503 

high enough to reach the AreaBGR threshold and we did not find an example of this 504 

contamination in our database in line with the study of Nouchi et al. (2019). The ongoing 505 

development of remote sensing monitoring of primary production and phytoplankton species is 506 

crucial to better characterize the possible contamination of the AreaBGR index from organic 507 

sources. 508 

6.2 Spatial and temporal occurrences of whitings in Lake Geneva 509 

The majority of whitings in Lake Geneva tends to occur during early summer while fewer 510 

events occurred later during the season (Fig. 4). These two types are associated to different 511 
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spatial patterns. Thus, the determinism of these two classes can be related and explained by 512 

diverse environmental drivers, notably identified through machine learning techniques for the 513 

majority of them (class 1 whitings), and are probably triggered by different mechanisms of 514 

nucleation. Indeed, the spatial extent of the majority of whiting days tends to be related to the 515 

Rhône inflow (>95 %, see Fig. 4b).The turbidity inputs of the Rhône can trigger the nucleation 516 

of CaCO3 particles during high discharge when the lake is stratified, and the surface water 517 

temperature is high. This result is in line with the previous works of Nouchi et al. (2019) and 518 

Escoffier et al. (2022). Authors highlighted the role of the interflow in triggering whiting events 519 

when the spread of fine sediments along the whole lake is driven by local hydrodynamics during 520 

the high physical stability of the water column (Giovanoli, 1990; Cotte and Vennemann, 2020). 521 

Detrital CaCO3 particles eroded from the watershed could also participate in whitings detection 522 

close to the River mouth (Escoffier et al., 2022), increasing the reflectance of surface waters and 523 

the AreaBGR mean and extreme values (see Fig. 4e). 524 

However, fewer class 2 whiting events are detected in the central part of the lake (i.e. 525 

approx. 5% in the period 2013-2021), later during the season. The lack of in situ measurements 526 

during those whitings and the few events observed do not allow a more refined characterization. 527 

They can probably be related to episodes of important primary production, i.e. phytoplankton 528 

bloom in early August 2017 (CIPEL Report, 2018), and a massive, transient Uroglena sp. bloom 529 

in Sept 2021 (UMR CARRTEL INRAE USMB, 2021). The influence of primary production in 530 

triggering whiting events is still under debate and can be considered in several ways. Primary 531 

production tends to increase pH and favor calcite supersaturation and potential precipitation. 532 

However, the nucleation of calcite particles during precipitation can occur on small picoplankton 533 

cells (Dittrich and Obst, 2004) but also on algal-derived exopolymeric substances (EPS) or other 534 

suitable heteronuclei (bacteria). Moreover, as discussed before, high levels of chlorophyll a 535 

during phytoplankton blooms can also influence the AreaBGR index and potentially bias the 536 

corresponding whiting detection. Coupling in situ measurements of primary production and 537 

characterization of phytoplankton species in line with CaCO3 measurements could provide 538 

crucial information on the biologically induced precipitation of calcite. A future study should 539 

also compare a lake under the influence of a glacial river, i.e. subject to turbid inputs (such as 540 

Lake Geneva), to a lake without glacial inputs but where whiting events are observed (Lake 541 

Neuchâtel). The study of the difference in spatial and temporal occurrences could reveal different 542 

roles of organic and inorganic processes in the triggering of whiting events. 543 

6.3 The long-term evolution of whitings in Lake Geneva 544 

We reconstruct the class 1 whiting occurrences, as days per year, between 1958 and 545 

2021, based on the RF algorithm (Fig. 7). The number of reconstructed whiting days per year is 546 

very variable, with no noticeable trend in its long-term evolution. However, the interannual 547 

variability can be partly related to the WeMOi (Fig. 8a). This index is causally related to 548 

precipitation in northern Italy, which could be at the origin of environmental conditions in 549 

Switzerland, especially in precipitation changes over years that could impact Rhone River 550 

discharge and related turbid inputs to Lake Geneva. Mediterranean climatic activity thus seems 551 

to play a role in changes in the total number of whiting events per year. When the WeMOi is 552 

high, whiting days related to Rhone River inputs (i.e. the 95% of total events in our case) are 553 

more frequent.  554 
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In addition, we observe a seasonal trend with the increase of early whitings since 2000 555 

(Fig. 7c). This change coincides with a change in climate regime due to the AMO (Fig. 8b). 556 

Indeed, the positive values of the index since 2000 and the observed upward trend show the 557 

general increase in temperatures measured in Europe (Knight et al., 2006). The latter changes the 558 

Swiss climate, and the physical conditions of the lake, especially the temperature and 559 

stratification of the surface water that warmed and stratified earlier in the year. The conditions 560 

necessary for the onset of whitings in Lake Geneva are therefore met earlier in the year, in terms 561 

of Rhone River inputs, water temperature, and water column stratification. 562 

Although our study significantly quantified the inter-annual variability in the total 563 

number of whiting events and the trend in their phenology (p-values <0.01), correlation 564 

coefficients of only 0.36 and 0.33 respectively have been obtained (Fig. 8). Other environmental, 565 

region-specific factors probably actively participate in the inter-annual change in whiting 566 

occurrences. Among them, the increase in alkalinity and Ca2+ concentration of the Rhône over 567 

last decades (Zobrist et al., 2018), as well as changes in discharge and sediment load related to 568 

human activities (Lane et al., 2019) could be at the origin of an additional variability that cannot 569 

be quantified from climatic indices. 570 

To go further, future changes in Mediterranean and Atlantic activities related to global 571 

warming could influence environmental conditions in Switzerland. The trend in the number of 572 

whiting days per year depends on the Rhône discharge, impacted mainly by precipitation, snow- 573 

and ice melt. Based on the work of Freudiger et al. (2020), the annual Rhône discharge could 574 

remain stable in the future (2020-2100), leading to a total number of whitings that does not 575 

follow a specific trend, but from whose annual changes are in line with the WeMOi. However, 576 

the contribution of the Rhône discharge could highly change with an increase in rainfall, related 577 

to a decrease in the snow- and ice melt induced by earlier warmer temperatures. This could cause 578 

a change in the peak discharge of the Rhône with maximal discharges met earlier in the year. On 579 

the other hand, higher water temperatures may positively act on calcite supersaturation (due to its 580 

retrograde solubility). The periods of calcite supersaturation and lake stratification may start 581 

earlier and last longer. All this may change the relative influence of the environmental drivers 582 

identified in this work, with a change in whiting phenology and abundances of class 1 vs class 2 583 

whitings in Lake Geneva, in line with changes in AMO.  584 

This shift in whiting phenology could have several consequences on the functioning of 585 

the lake ecosystem. First, as whitings increase lake surface turbidity, light-dependent processes 586 

such as spring phytoplankton blooms could be altered. Earlier whitings could decrease the 587 

intensity of light received during these crucial bloom periods (Long et al. 2017; 2018). In 588 

addition, the carbon transfer to the benthic layer in the form of calcite actively participates in 589 

nutrient cycling. It appears crucial to estimate the impact that climate change may have on the 590 

future evolution of the frequency of whitings. The role of these events in the annual CaCO3 591 

precipitation and its transfer to the benthic ecosystem and the burial of carbon remains to be 592 

determined. 593 

 594 
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